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What are you looking for?

I want to help...

I want to know about memorial pages

Myself

Someone else

What do you want to do?

Post or comment online

Share my thoughts safely

Do you think they are currently at risk of suicide?

No, but I want to talk about suicide with them

I think so. I want to be able to talk to them about it

Section 1
Before you post anything online about suicide

Section 2
Sharing your own thoughts, feelings or experience with suicidal behaviour online

Section 3
Communicating about someone you know who is affected by suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour

Section 4
Responding to someone who may be suicidal

Section 5
Memorial websites, pages and closed groups to honour the deceased
Background

Many countries, including Australia¹, have developed media guidelines for safe reporting of suicide. These guidelines target media professionals and have been largely focused on traditional forms of news and print media, rather than the internet and social media. However, young people increasingly use social media platforms to discuss suicide in a number of ways. Strategies focused on involvement of professionals and on traditional forms of media are therefore less likely to be helpful for young people.

To date, there is a lack of evidence about safe and helpful online peer-to-peer communication about suicide, and there is little guidance available to help young people safely discuss suicide online. The aim of this project was to develop a set of evidence-informed guidelines that could help young people to communicate safely online about suicide.

This guide, developed by Orygen, The National Centre of Excellence in Youth Mental Health for use in Australia, has been adapted in collaboration with The Jed Foundation (JED) and Stanford Psychiatry’s Center for Youth Mental Health & Wellbeing for young people in the USA.

How the guidelines were developed:

The Delphi Consensus Method.

The #chatsafe guidelines were developed using the Delphi consensus methodology, that draws on expert opinions to identify best practice when evidence is lacking, and has been used in the development of guidelines for other mental health topics.2

Our Delphi study consisted of two parts. The first was a systematic search of peer-reviewed and grey literature (e.g., websites and reports), in order to identify specific actions that young people could take when communicating online about suicide. These action statements were then entered into a questionnaire and their importance for inclusion in the guidelines was rated by two expert panels. The first panel included young people identified through Orygen’s youth networks. The second panel consisted of suicide prevention experts, and media and communications professionals.

The role of the panel members was to rate each item according to how important they considered it to be for inclusion in the guidelines, across two rounds of questionnaires. Items that were endorsed as ‘essential’ or ‘important’, by at least 80% of both panels, were included in the final guidelines.

---

Description of the guidelines

The #chatsafe guidelines provide tools and tips for young people to help them communicate safely online about suicide.

These guidelines consist of the following sections:

1. Before you post anything online about suicide;
2. Sharing your own thoughts, feelings or experience with suicidal behaviour online;
3. Communicating about someone you know who is affected by suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviours;
4. Responding to someone who may be suicidal;
5. Memorial websites, pages and closed groups to honour the deceased.
Glossary of terms

**Clickbait**: content designed to encourage users to click on a link to a specific page or website.

**Comment**: refers to the process that allows users to respond or give feedback to a post.

**Communicating about suicide**: refers to any time that you are sharing, exchanging, or engaging with information, news or ideas about suicide. This includes creating your own posts; sharing someone else’s post; sharing images, websites or links that might involve suicide content; or responding to someone who might be experiencing suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour.

**Copycat suicide**: occurs when exposure to suicide influences suicidal behaviour in another person. It can occur through direct exposure to suicidal content or indirectly through knowledge of another person’s suicide.

**Direct message**: also known as a “DM”, is a form of online communication sent between users privately on social media. It might also be referred to as “inboxing.”

**Emoji**: refers to a small image or icon that can be used to express a reaction to a user’s post. Some examples of emojis are below: 😞😞😢😢😢

**Links**: refers to a hyperlink to another document, website or online content. It is often activated by clicking on a highlighted word or image.

**Like**: refers to a positive response that can be made to a post. Some online platforms may have a range of reactions that users can select when responding to posts. Facebook, for example, includes emoji reactions that can be used to respond to a post in various ways, including a ‘sad face’, ‘angry face’ and ‘laughing face.’

**Post**: refers to the act of publishing your own original content online. This includes, but is not limited to, art, GIFs, images, links, memes, messages, photos, poetry, videos, Vines or vlogs to other websites/posts.

**Private message**: also known as a “PM”. This term is often used interchangeably with “DM.” Some online platforms, such as forums, use the term “PM”.

---
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Glossary of terms

Reply/respond: refers to the act of responding to a comment or direct message from another user online.

Safety plan: refers to a structured plan that has been developed with support from a health professional. It outlines actions, coping strategies, and supportive people that could assist you when you are experiencing suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour.

Screenshot: refers to the action of capturing content that is displayed on your screen and converting it to an image file that is stored on your personal computer or mobile device. Screenshots can also be referred to as “screen recording” or “screen grabs.”

Share: refers to the act of re-publishing posts or content created by others on social media to friends or followers. This includes, but is not limited to, art, GIFs, images, links, memes, messages, photos, poetry, videos, Vines or vlogs to other websites/posts.

Social media: refers to online platforms such as websites and mobile applications (apps) that allow users to share, communicate and create content that can be viewed by others. Popular examples include but are not limited to, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, Snapchat, WeChat and Youtube.

Story/stories: refers to photos or videos that are taken throughout the day and published as a temporary post online. Some platforms, such as Snapchat, allow users to post stories that will disappear after 24 hours.

Trigger warning: also known as a ‘Content notice’. Refers to a statement at the start of your post that alerts other users that the post may potentially contain distressing content. Trigger warnings can also be abbreviated to “TW” or “CN.”

Trolling: negative content posted online with an intent to provoke or upset users.

Trusted adult or friend: refers to another person whom you feel comfortable talking to. It may be a person whom you feel is there for you and listens to you express your thoughts and feelings without judgment.

User: Refers to any individual who is exposed to content from social media platforms.

Viral: rapid online circulation of an image, video or other content from one user to another.
Before you post anything about suicide online

Before you communicate online about suicide, take some time to think about why you want to share this post. Reflect on how your post could affect other people and whether or not there is a different way to communicate this information in a way that is safer or more helpful.

It can also be helpful to be aware of some of the warning signs of suicide risk before you post online, as well as some of the suicide prevention resources offered by the social media or online platform you are using. For example, Facebook’s Suicide Prevention Help Centre provides information on how to report suicide content to Facebook, as well as a number of resources and links to suicide helplines internationally.
1.1 Remember that posts can go viral

Any image, photo, video or written post can quickly go viral online. If the post is inaccurate, stigmatising or unsafe, it could have a negative impact on yourself and others. It’s important to be aware that once your post is published, you will have no control over who will see it or who will share it. It can be helpful to check the privacy of your profile or online account and remember that if your account is not set to ‘private’, anyone can access the content that you post.

1.2 The permanency of the internet: “Once posted, always posted”

It is possible that what you post or share online may be there forever. Even if you have sent a private message to a friend, or you have made a post that you later delete, it is possible that it will never be permanently erased. For example, other users could take screenshots of your messages and posts or they could create screen recordings of a live stream or story. As a consequence, your friends, parents, caregivers, work colleagues and current or future employers may later see it.
1.3
It can be helpful to monitor your post

Interacting with others through comments and posts is a key element of engaging with others online. If you have made a post that refers to suicide or suicidal behaviour, or you have shared or replied to a post that involves suicide-related content, it can be helpful to monitor your post regularly for unsafe or harmful comments (see below for examples of harmful comments).

If you do come across unsafe or harmful responses to your post, you should avoid arguing with other users in the comments section. Instead you could consider doing the following:

- Hide the user’s post, if the platform allows it.
- Report unsafe content to the relevant social media suicide prevention help centre, if available.

Responding to someone who may be at risk of suicide can feel like a big responsibility. If you see a post that suggests someone may be at risk of suicide, you can find some tips on how to respond on page 28.

If you do come across suicidal content online, it’s important that you also look after yourself. Some helpful tips for looking out for your own wellbeing are available on page 13.

Some examples of unsafe content

- Bullying
- Comments that include an invasion of privacy
- Graphic descriptions of suicide
- Graphic images of suicide
- Means or methods of suicide
- Plans of suicide (e.g., when or how)
- Spamming or repetitive content
- Statements that encourage people to take their own life
- Statements that appear to deliberately seek to trigger difficult or distressing emotions in other people
- Statements that include suicide pacts or suicide partners
- Statements that place blame or make others feel responsible for another person’s safety
- Statements that provide vulnerable people information about how to end their life
- Suicide notes or goodbye notes
- Swearing
- Trolling
- Verbal attacks
1.4 When monitoring isn’t an option

Sometimes you may not be able to monitor your own post regularly, you may no longer want to monitor your post, or you have shared content that can’t be monitored on the social media platform you are using. If this is the case, in your original post, you could include the phone numbers or links to appropriate help services, such as helplines, local suicide prevention services, or local emergency services. Some Australian examples are provided on page 16.

1.5 Some tips on self-care

Whether you are an occasional or frequent user of social media, be aware that sometimes repeated exposure to negative content (e.g., conversations, images or videos about suicide) could impact upon your own wellbeing. It’s also possible that a one-off post may trigger negative thoughts and feelings. It’s important to have a plan in place in case you do feel upset or troubled by posts that you have shared or seen. If you are feeling upset or overwhelmed, there are a few things that you could try:

- Talk to someone about how you are feeling.
- Take a break. This might include physically stepping away for a while, logging out of your social media accounts or engaging in a different activity that doesn’t involve social media.
- Take control of the content that you see. For example, if you are going through a rough patch, you may want to minimise the amount of suicide-related content you are exposed to by hiding certain posts on your feed or unfollowing content that may cause you distress.
1.6  
**General safety tips for communicating about suicide online**

There are many complex factors that lead to someone feeling suicidal, so it is important to communicate about suicide in a safe way. This is particularly important when communicating online, because the information you share can reach tens of thousands of people, extremely quickly. It is possible that some people, who already feel vulnerable, may engage in copycat suicide behaviour or may be negatively affected following exposure to suicide-related content online. Particularly when the content is extensive, exaggerates, or sensationalises suicide; repeats myths or misperceptions about suicide; or presents suicide in a positive or glorified way.

*Pages 17-20* include some general tips for communicating about suicide. This includes some things that are unhelpful, as well as helpful alternatives that you could use.

1.7  
**Posting and sharing images, photos, or video content**

Social media platforms often encourage the use of images, photos, videos and other multimedia. However, these can sometimes have unintended harmful consequences, particularly if they portray a person who has died by suicide.

Images, photos, video content or animations that depict a method of suicide or self-harm or the location of a suicide should be avoided. These can be upsetting to others who may be grieving and may lead to copycat behaviour by other people who are feeling vulnerable.

It is also recommended not to post or share images of people who have died by suicide looking dishevelled, threatening or clutching their head in distress. These images can reinforce negative stereotypes of a suicide and may be upsetting to others.
Suicide prevention resources available through different social media platforms

**Facebook**

Facebook Help Centre has a number of tools to help people who have come across suicide-related material. The Suicide Prevention Help Centre provides information on how to report suicide content to a trained member of their safety team who will identify the post and the location of the user. If necessary, they can contact emergency services to assist those at risk of suicide or self-harm. The Suicide Prevention Help Centre also provides information on country-specific suicide prevention helplines to assist people who may be experiencing suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour.

**Instagram**

Instagram Help Centre provides details to assist users to report content that suggests a person may be at risk of suicide or self-harm. Users can report content by:

1. Selecting ••• (on iOS) or ⌚ (on Android) above the post and tapping "Report";
2. Tap "It's inappropriate";
3. Selecting "Suicide or self-injury";
4. Tapping "Submit Report".

The Help Centre also provides links to suicide prevention websites and hotlines that can assist people during a suicidal crisis.

**Snapchat**

Snapchat Support Centre recommends users who are concerned about a fellow user encourage the person to seek help or consult with a professional service. If users don’t feel comfortable engaging with the person who may be at risk of suicide, they can report a safety concern by:

1. Going to the snap you want to report;
2. Opening the snap and tapping the ••• (on iOS) or ⌚ (on Android) that appears on the top-right corner;
3. Tap the button that appears on the bottom-left corner;
4. Select "More options; select I'm worried that this Snapchatter might hurt himself/herself".

**Twitter**

Twitter Help Centre provides information on how to report self-harm and suicide-related content to a trained team devoted to responding to people who share content that suggests they may be at risk of self-harm or suicide. Information on how to recognise the signs of self-harm and suicide are provided, as well as an online form to alert the Twitter suicide prevention response team.
National phone and online support services available in the USA

American Foundation for Suicide
Website  www.afsp.org
Phone  1-888-333-AFSP (2377)

Crisis Text Line
Website  www.crisistextline.org
Phone  Text “START” to 741-741

Half of us
Website  www.halfofus.com

The Jed Foundation
Website  www.jedfoundation.org
Phone  (212) 647-7544

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
Website  www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
Phone  1-800-273-TALK (8255)
Language and safety tips for discussing suicide online

Unhelpful language

Don’t use words that describe suicide as criminal or sinful. This may suggest to someone that what they are feeling is wrong or unacceptable, or make someone worry that they’ll be judged if they ask for help.

Examples:

- Don’t say “committed suicide”.
- Don’t say that suicide is a “solution” to problems, life stressors or mental health difficulties.

Don’t use words that glamourise, romanticise, or make suicide seem appealing.

Examples:

- Don’t share, quote or “like” the content of a suicide note or message.
- Don’t post, share or include links to pro-suicide sites or forums. Don’t provide information about suicide pacts.

Helpful alternatives

- Try to say the person “died by suicide”.
- Indicate that suicide is complex and that many factors contribute to a person ending their life.
- Include messages of hope and recovery (e.g., you can post links to video's or poetry which has content about hope and recovery).
- Inform others that suicide can be prevented and include links to sources of help and websites that contain information about suicide prevention. Some examples include:
  - National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
  - Crisis Text Line
- Tell others who might be thinking about suicide where and how they could get help.
- Include information on factors that protect against suicide (e.g., engaging in meaningful activities and building and maintaining meaningful connections and relationships).
- Indicate suicide is preventable, help is available, treatment can be successful, and that recovery is possible.
Language and safety tips for discussing suicide online (continued)

Unhelpful language

Don’t use words that trivialise or make suicide seem less complex than it really is.

Examples:

• Don’t blame one event or imply the suicide was the result of a single cause, such as bullying or social media.

• Don’t say that suicide is a solution to a problem, life stressors or mental health difficulties.

Don’t sensationalise suicide.

Examples:

• Don’t provide links to sensational “clickbait”.

Helpful alternatives

• Try to say the person “died by suicide”.

• Indicate that suicide is complex and that many factors contribute to a person ending their life.

• Include messages of hope and recovery (e.g., you can post links to video’s or poetry which has content about hope and recovery).

• Inform others that suicide can be prevented and include links to sources of help and websites that contain information about suicide prevention. Some examples include:
  • National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
  • Crisis Text Line

• Tell others who might be thinking about suicide where and how they could get help.

• Include information on factors that protect against suicide (e.g., engaging in meaningful activities and building and maintaining meaningful connections and relationships).

• Indicate suicide is preventable, help is available, treatment can be successful, and that recovery is possible.
Language and safety tips for discussing suicide online (continued)

Unhelpful language

Don’t use judgmental phrases which reinforce myths, stigma, stereotypes or suggest nothing can be done about suicide.

Examples:

- Don’t say suicide is for “cowards”, “a cry for help”, “attention seeking” or “a selfish act”.
- Don’t use stigmatising words such as “crazy”, “psycho”, “nuts”, “lunatic”, “deranged”, “defective”, “insane” or “abnormal”.
- Don’t suggest that if someone wants to end their life then there is nothing you could do.

Don’t provide detailed information about the actual suicide or suicide attempt.

Examples:

- Don’t provide information about suicide methods, the location of a suicide. Don’t acknowledge if that there have been a number of suicide acts at a particular location or “hotspot”.

Helpful alternatives

- Try to say the person “died by suicide”.
- Indicate that suicide is complex and that many factors contribute to a person ending their life.
- Include messages of hope and recovery (e.g., you can post links to video’s or poetry which has content about hope and recovery).
- Inform others that suicide can be prevented and include links to sources of help and websites that contain information about suicide prevention. Some examples include:
  - National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
  - Crisis Text Line
- Tell others who might be thinking about suicide where and how they could get help.
- Include information on factors that protect against suicide (e.g., engaging in meaningful activities and building and maintaining meaningful connections and relationships).
- Indicate suicide is preventable, help is available, treatment can be successful, and that recovery is possible.
Language and safety tips for discussing suicide online (continued)

Unhelpful language

Don’t describe suicide as a desirable outcome.

Examples:

- Don’t use words or phrases such as “successful”, “unsuccessful” or “failed attempt”.

- Don’t mention any positive consequences of suicidal behaviour that refer to suicide as a “relief”, that the person is “finally at peace” or that suicide is “quick” or “painless”.

- Don’t say a suicide was “achieved”, was “noble” or that it was a “brave act”.

Helpful alternatives

- Try to say the person “died by suicide”.

- Indicate that suicide is complex and that many factors contribute to a person ending their life.

- Include messages of hope and recovery (e.g., you can post links to video’s or poetry which has content about hope and recovery).

- Inform others that suicide can be prevented and include links to sources of help and websites that contain information about suicide prevention. Some examples include:
  - National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
  - Crisis Text Line

- Tell others who might be thinking about suicide where and how they could get help.

- Include information on factors that protect against suicide (e.g., engaging in meaningful activities and building and maintaining meaningful connections and relationships).

- Indicate suicide is preventable, help is available, treatment can be successful, and that recovery is possible.
There may be times where you want to share your own experience with suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour. If you are currently experiencing suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviours you should talk to a trusted adult or friend or reach out to a professional mental health service before posting online. If you have a ‘Safety Plan’, you can use the strategies outlined in it to help keep yourself safe. If you are feeling unsafe due to your own suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour you should contact your local emergency department by phone or go to emergency for assistance.
2.1
Your privacy

If you decide to post about your experience with current or previous suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour online, consider that other people in your life who don’t know about your experiences might find this out as a result of your post. You may also receive a mixture of both positive and negative responses. Think about what aspects of your personal experience you wish to disclose and remember that you don’t have to share everything. Only disclose the personal details you feel comfortable letting others know about and leave out any information you would not want everyone you have ever met, or will ever meet, to know about you.

Before you post about your own experience it can be helpful to ask yourself the following:

- How will sharing your experience make you feel? For example, if you think it could be distressing, you could ask a sibling, trusted adult or friend to review your post before you share it.

- What do you hope to achieve by sharing your experience? Do you want to raise awareness or are you looking for support? Are there more effective ways of achieving those things?

- Do you think you would benefit from seeking help about your current or previous experience with suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour? What resources, people or friends are available to help you?

- Who will see your post? For example, are you posting on a professional mental health site, an anonymous platform or a public platform? For example, if you are looking for professional help consider reaching out to a professional website.

- How might your post might affect your friends, family and peers?

- Will people who have read your post know how to help themselves or their loved ones after reading about your experience? If not, it could be helpful to provide some suggestions.
2.2 Sharing your experience in a safe and helpful way

You might find it helpful to have a plan in place about what to do if a person indicates that they are feeling distressed as a result of your post. For example, you could provide them with information outlined on page 16 or provide a link to a support service such as a suicide prevention or counselling helpline. If you include links to support services, they should be placed clearly at the beginning of your post and only include services that you know are reputable.

It can also be helpful to emphasise parts of your experience that demonstrate the importance of seeking help early and messages that reduce stigma and promote hope and recovery. Some examples include:

- The people, activities and actions that supported your recovery and how you coped.
- The positive experiences you had when seeking help.

2.3 The use of “trigger” or “content” warnings

If your post does include graphic or descriptive content or content that might be distressing to others, you should consider providing a trigger warning in your post. A trigger warning is a statement at the start of your post that alerts other users that the post may contain distressing content. The trigger warning should be positioned at the beginning of your post so readers can make an informed decision about whether or not they continue to read the post. It should also include a link or information on available support services.

If your post contains images, photos or videos, you should consider providing a trigger warning first and posting the content in the comment section or feed below so that other users can decide whether they want to see your post or not.

Remember to check your post for any unhelpful language, descriptions, images or graphic references to self-harm or suicide and remove them before you publish your post (see page 14 and pages 17-20 for some general tips).
Be aware that everyone is entitled to privacy, including those who have died by suicide. If you are concerned about someone who has experienced suicidal thoughts, feelings, or behaviour, do not post anything you would not say directly to them in-person. Where possible, ask for permission before posting or sharing content about another person and only share their personal information if you have permission to do so.

If you’re concerned about someone because of the content of their post, talk to the person directly, either on or offline, before posting your concerns. It may also be helpful for you to inform a trusted adult or friend and, if available, seek professional advice.
When someone has died by suicide

If you know someone who has died by suicide, be aware that their family members or friends might see your post about their loved one’s death. They are likely to be grieving and struggling with a range of intense feelings, so it’s important to be sensitive to those feelings and careful with the language you use.

If you are writing or sharing a post about someone who has died by suicide, only post what you know to be true and encourage others to do the same. You should avoid:

- Speculating about an individual’s thoughts or feelings leading up to the suicide or about why the person took their life.
- Posting or sharing information that you are unsure of or that you know is inaccurate.

The suicide of celebrities and other public figures

Celebrity suicides often receive a lot of attention online. It is common for people to read and share stories from a number of different feeds and sources. Too much exposure to the suicide of a celebrity or other well-known public figure can be upsetting and may lead to copycat suicide. Therefore, when communicating about the suicide of a celebrity, the following is advised:

- Do not post or share content that speculates about the suicide of a celebrity before it has been confirmed by an official source (e.g., a well-known and reliable news website).
- Do not post or share too many posts about the celebrity suicide back to back, as too much exposure to this type of content can have a negative effect on vulnerable people.
- Avoid sharing content that discusses the celebrity suicide in an unsafe way. Where possible, share media articles that adhere to suicide prevention guidelines or the general tips outlined on pages 17-20.
- If you share a post on a celebrity suicide, you should also provide links to available support services.
Responding to someone who may be suicidal

Reaching out to others online can be an important source of affirmation, connection and support for many. Always take any content that suggests a person may be thinking about suicide seriously, but make sure you set boundaries about the type of support you are able to offer and when you are able to offer it.

Regardless of whether you think someone may be at immediate risk of suicide or not, you should put your own wellbeing first and do not put yourself in any physical danger.
Before responding to someone who has indicated they may be at risk of suicide, ask yourself the following:

- How are you feeling?
- Are you able to provide support to the person if needed?
- Do you know where you could seek support and where you could refer the other person to for more comprehensive support?
- Is there someone else who is better placed to help?
- Will responding to the person make you feel unsafe or upset?
- Are you confident about how to deal with this situation?
- Do you understand your role and the limits of the support you could provide?

If you are concerned or do not feel comfortable responding to a post that suggests someone may be at risk of suicide, that is ok. Do not feel like it is your responsibility to reach out on your own. Instead you could do the following:

- Inform a trusted adult or friend.
- Seek professional advice (e.g., a phone or online service, or health professional).
- Report suicidal content to the relevant platform (e.g., Facebook Help Centre).
4.1 How to respond to someone who might be at risk of suicide

If you decide to respond to a person who may be at risk of suicide, let the person know that you care about them and respond without judgement, assumptions or interruptions. Let the person at risk explain their thoughts, feelings and experiences in their own words. When responding to someone who may be at risk of suicide, here are a few things that you could do:

- Always respond in private (e.g., through DM or PM), as the conversation may become upsetting or triggering for others.
- Look at the person’s posts to acknowledge their feelings and specify exactly why you are worried about them (e.g., "from what you’ve posted it seems as though you are having a tough time").
- If the comment is on your own post, consider removing or hiding it, and providing them with support or help seeking options privately.

4.2 It’s OK to ask someone “Are you thinking of suicide?”

Ask the person directly if they are thinking of suicide. Research has shown that there is no evidence that asking about suicide increases the likelihood of a person engaging in suicidal behaviour. If you are worried or concerned that someone might be experiencing suicidal thoughts, feelings or behaviour, here are some questions that you could ask:

- “Are you thinking of suicide?”
- “Do you feel suicidal?”
- “Are you thinking of ending your life?”

You could also look at the person’s posts to specify exactly why you are worried about them. For example, in a direct or private message you could say:

“I just wanted to check in, because you posted ..., and I am worried about you. It sounds like you might be feeling suicidal, is that the case?”

Don’t let embarrassment or concern about offending or upsetting the person stop you from reaching out and offering help. There is no “perfect” or “right” thing to say to someone in these situations and it is better to make a supportive attempt to reach out than to make no attempt at all.
4.3

If the person indicates they are not at immediate risk of suicide

If you contact the person and they indicate that they are not at immediate risk of suicide, reassure the person that support is available and encourage them to seek professional help. Some examples of things you could do are:

- Ask the person “do you want to talk about it?” or “what can I do to help?”
- Ask the person if they know where to get help.
- Ask the person if they would like the phone number or link to a local crisis support, mental health helpline or e-mental health service (e.g., National Suicide Prevention Lifeline or Crisis Text Line).
- If the person agrees, provide them with the phone number, links and relevant information to local support services.

If the person does not want help, respect what they tell you. If you feel comfortable, you could check in with the person to demonstrate that you care. For example, you could DM, text, or call them to offer support.

If they say “no”, it’s best not to pressure them. Don’t always expect a positive response and don’t take this personally; this person might be struggling to cope and may feel angry, upset or ambivalent. They may appreciate your help later, when they’re feeling better.

If the person doesn’t want help, here are some helpful ways you can respond:

- Tell them “it’s okay if you don’t want to talk to me, but it is important that you talk to someone.”
- Report the post to the appropriate social media Safety Team or Help Centre (e.g., Facebook Help Centre).
- Follow up with the person at risk to check they are safe and can remain safe.

If at any time you think you might have said the wrong thing, don’t panic. Show that you care and that you can see that they are going through a tough time.
4.4
How to respond to a person at immediate risk of suicide or in the process of making a suicide attempt

Sometimes it will be clear that a person is at immediate risk of suicide or a person may be in the process of making a suicide attempt. If this occurs, you should:

• Encourage the person at risk to call 911
• Contact the person’s family or someone in their social network who may be able to check on them.

If you cannot reach the person, or anyone in their family or social network, or the person refuses to call emergency services you should:

• Call emergency services on their behalf.

Once you have contacted emergency services, you should:

• Contact a trusted adult or friend and let them know what is happening.
• Report the post to the appropriate social media Safety Team or Help Centre (e.g., Facebook Help Centre) who can trace the address of the person posting and alert emergency services.

If you contact emergency services on the person’s behalf, keep the person at risk informed about what is happening, unless this might increase the risk to them or someone else. If possible, try to maintain a conversation with the person until help arrives. Be prepared to provide emergency services with the following information:

• Your name and contact details.
• The fact that someone has told you online they have a plan to end their life or are in the process of making a suicide attempt.
• What the person online has said that indicates that they are at immediate risk of suicide.
• The date and time of their post.
• The person’s identity and current location, if you know this information.
Memorial websites, pages and closed groups to honour the deceased

There may be times when you want to set up a website, page or closed group to memorialise a person who has died by suicide. Setting up a page or group to remember someone who has died can be a good way to share stories and receive and provide support. But there is also the potential that certain content could negatively impact the thoughts and feelings of others. For this reason, some concerns have been raised about the potential for copycat suicides. If you create a page or closed group to memorialise someone who has died by suicide, there are a few things that you can do to make the memorial page or group safe for others. These include:

• Monitoring comments for harmful or unsafe content (see page 12 for harmful content, and pages 17-20 for language tips).

• Deal with any disagreements or unsupportive comments quickly, as they can discourage people from sharing how they feel.

• Include a ‘Terms of Use’ that outlines the rules for participating in the online memorial page or group.
5.1 The terms of use for memorial pages or groups

The ‘Terms of Use’ states the purpose of the memorial page or group, and outlines safety rules for communicating about suicide on the platform. The ‘Terms of Use’ should be accessible by users via a link at the top of the page, and all potential members/followers of the account, website, page, or group should be asked to read and accept these before they are granted access to the memorial page or group. The ‘Terms of Use’ should:

- Encourage users to look after their own wellbeing, and to take a break if things are getting too much.
- Make it clear that discrimination of any kind is unacceptable.
- Make it clear that graphic details about the suicide are not allowed.
- Outline the approval process for comments and feedback from other users.
- Explain when and how users can report harmful suicidal content to the appropriate social media monitoring authority (e.g., Facebook Help Centre), or to the memorial page or group administrators.
- If you choose to accept reports yourself, then provide a ‘Contact Form’ or other contact method (e.g., email address) for users to report unsafe or concerning content.
- Explain how administrators will respond to comments that indicate that a person may be at risk of suicide.
- Explain that violation of the ‘Terms of Use’ will result in having the comment/s deleted.
- Outline the steps that will be taken to remove comments or users who violate the ‘Terms of Use.’

If you, as the administrator, decide to suspend, delete or block a user, let the person know you are concerned about their behaviour and clearly and carefully explain the reasons why you are concerned to the user.
5.2 Responding to comments that indicate a person is struggling or distressed

There may be times when members of the memorial page indicate that they are struggling or are feeling distressed. People who have experienced the suicide of a close friend or loved one may experience different stages of grief at different periods of time and reach out to others on the memorial page for support themselves. In addition to the guidelines on responding to someone who may be at risk of suicide on pages 26-30, administrators could consider developing a standard template for responding to members in distress. These tips will help you create a template:

- Personalise the message by using the person’s name.
- Express concern for the person (e.g., “I am worried about you, because of X”).
- Adapt your message to the person’s situation, and reflect the language they have used to describe their feelings.
- Encourage the person to seek help, but do not recommend a service if the person has indicated they did not find it helpful (e.g., they have had a bad experience with a particular helpline or professional). Encourage them to keep an open mind about what might help in the future.
- Adapt your message to accommodate any barriers they feel are stopping them seeking help (e.g., if they don’t have mobile phone credit, recommend an accessible service that has a call back feature or online chat).
- Administrators should be mindful to minimise repeated use of templates if the person has reached out for support before.